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Abstract. The development of complex systems such as today’s Systemon-Chips (SoCs) under tight time-to-market constraints is an extremely
challenging task. To cope with the rapidly increasing complexity, the level
of abstraction has been raised beyond RTL to the so-called Electronic
System Level (ESL). In typical ESL design flows, the design is started
from the textual specification. Then the golden model is built using abstract ESL languages such as SystemC. This model is used by several
teams focusing on different aspects, like performance analysis and early
software development. At the same time the refinement process starts
and IP components are integrated. Finally, an RTL model is built for
the hardware part of the system. However, in practice the design process
is not an ideal incremental top-down design process. Therefore, bugs can
be found during the different refinement steps. Hence, it is important to
have the respective models in sync. In this paper we consider debugging
approaches at different levels of abstractions and show how to relate the
debugging results across the abstraction levels. Following this methodology, the productivity of the whole design process is accelerated because
each team always works on the latest correct design.
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Introduction

Although embedded systems have witnessed a reduction of their development
time and life time in the past decades, their complexity has been increasing
steadily. As a result, the development of embedded systems moves from design
to verification, i.e. more time is spent on checking whether the developed design
is correct or not. In fact, according to a recent study [1], from 2007 to 2010,
there has been a 4% increase of designers compared to an alarming 58% increase
of verification engineers.
To face the respective verification challenges, significant effort has been put
into clever verification methodologies and new flows have been investigated. A
major milestone for the development and verification of embedded systems has
?
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become the so-called Electronic System Level (ESL) design which is state-of-theart today [2]. Here, the idea is to start designing a complex system at a high
level of abstraction – typically using an algorithm specification of the design. At
this level, the functionality of the system is realized and evaluated in an abstract
fashion ignoring e.g. which parts might become hardware or software later.
The next level of abstraction is based on Transaction Level Modeling
(TLM) [3]. As modeling language typically SystemC [4,5,6] is used which offers
the TLM-2.0 standard [7]. A TLM model consists of modules communicating
over channels, i.e. data is transferred in terms of transactions. Within TLM,
different levels of timing accuracy are available such as untimed, loosely-timed,
approximately-timed, and cycle-accurate. The respective levels allow e.g. for
early software development, performance evaluation, as well as HW/SW partitioning and, thus, enable a further refinement of the system.
Finally, the hardware part of the TLM model is refined to the Register Transfer Level (RTL), i.e. a description based on precise hardware building blocks
which can subsequently be mapped to the physical level. Here, the resulting
chip is eventually prepared for manufacturing.
However, in practice the design process is not an ideal incremental top-down
design process. Models at different abstraction levels are being used in parallel
by several teams focusing on different aspects. Therefore, in the design process,
bugs can be found during the different refinement steps. Furthermore, the same
bug can exist simultaneously at several abstraction levels due to refinements of
a buggy model. Hence, it is important to have the respective models in sync and
to minimize the debugging effort.
In this work, we introduce the concept of synchronized debugging. Once a
bug has been detected at an abstraction level, the subsequent debugging process
tries to find and fix the bug not only in the respective model, but also at the
other abstraction levels. We assume that for a detected bug, a counter-example
(or a failing testcase) is available. Synchronized debugging also requires that
during the refinement steps, the correspondence between the original and the
refined elements is kept. The process starts with applying specialized debugging
approaches for the abstraction level where the bug has been found. Once the
bug is localized and fixed in the respective model, it is continued with other
abstraction levels. First, the counter-example is translated for each of these abstraction levels. Then, the validity of the refined (or abstracted) counter-example
is checked to confirm whether the same bug also exists at that abstraction level.
If so, the debugging result at the abstraction level where the bug has been found
can be reused. Based on the established correspondence, the bug can be localized and fixed for the considered abstraction level without using specialized
approaches. Thus, following the outlined methodology, models at different levels
of abstraction are kept in sync and multiple separated debugging processes are
not necessary.
In the next section, we demonstrate the ideas by means of an example at two
representative abstraction levels.
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void calculate(calc payload& p) {
p.calc status = CALC OKAY;
switch (p.op) {
case NOP : break;
case ADD : acc = p.number1 + p.number2; break;
case SUB : acc = p.number1 − p.number2; break;
case MULT : acc = p.number1 ∗ p.number2; break;
case ACC ADD :
...
default :
// unknown op −> error response
p.calc status = CALC ERROR;
}
if (p.calc status == CALC OKAY) {
if (acc >= MAX VAL || acc < MIN VAL) {
p.calc status = CALC ERROR;
acc out of range = true;
} else {
p.result = acc;
}
}
}
Fig. 1. Function calculate
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Example

In the example (see also [8]), the development of a calculator is considered at
two abstraction levels: the behavioral level and the register transfer level. The
calculator shall be able to perform calculation (i.e. addition, subtraction, multiplication, etc.) with two given numbers. The calculator shall also be able to
store the last calculated result and perform calculation with this number and
another given number. A given number shall be an integer with up to 3 digits.
If the result of a calculation has more than 3 digits, the calculator shall report
an error.
2.1

Behavioral Level

First, a system description following a TLM modeling style is created. The data
transported to and from the calculator is modeled as a payload containing the
requested operator, two given numbers, and also the status and the result of
the calculation. The functionality of the calculator shall be fully captured in a
function calculate which receives a payload, performs the requested calculation,
and writes back the result into the payload. The implementation of calculate is
depicted in Fig. 1.
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always @(alu result, error)
begin
old result = alu result;
status = 1;
if ((old result[32] == 1 && old result > MIN VALUE)
|| (old result[32] == 0 && old result >= MAX VALUE))
begin
status = 0;
end
if (error)
begin
old result = 0;
status = 0;
end
end
Fig. 2. Part of the RTL model containing the bug

The SystemC implementation has passed all testcases and thus has been
released for further development steps. However, the testcases have missed the
bug on Line 15 (>= M AX V AL should be instead > M AX V AL). This bug
causes the calculator to report an error if the calculated result is M AX V AL
(999). Since this corner case has not been considered during testing, the bug
propagates to the next abstraction level RTL.
2.2

Register Transfer Level

The RTL model is created in a refinement process starting with the behavioral
SystemC model. First, the payload is refined to inputs and outputs of the overall
design: both numbers and the operator become inputs, while the result and the
calculation status become outputs. The function calculate of the SystemC model
is refined to two additional modules: the module CALCULATE to perform the
actual calculation, and the module SELECT that stores the last calculated result
and delivers it to CALCULATE when an accumulative operation is chosen. Two
existing IP components from the M1 Core [9] have been integrated into the
module CALCULATE: an Arithmetic Logic Unit (ALU) – for the addition and
subtraction – and a multiplier. Some parts of the algorithmic behavior can be
translated one-to-one, for example, the range check, and thus the described bug
is still present. This can be observed in Fig. 2 where Line 6 contains the same
erroneous comparison.
The overall structure of the RTL design is depicted in Fig. 3. As can be
seen, the two number inputs, the operator input, the result output, and the
calculation status are denoted as a, b, op, results, and status, respectively. In
each calculation, the inputs are checked first in the unit CHK1 whether they are
within the valid range. Then, they are forwarded to the CALCULATE module.
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Fig. 3. RTL model overview

The CALCULATE module calculates the result using either the ALU or the
multiplier depending on the value of the input op. This result is then checked
again in unit CHK2 .
2.3

Synchronized Debugging

After the RTL model has been completely implemented, its correctness has also
to be verified. For this task, a set of RTL properties has been written and formally
checked using WoLFram [10] During this phase, the bug described above has been
detected and also a counter-example has been delivered.
Now, using automated debugging methods for RTL (e.g. [11,12,13]), the bug
at Line 6 in Fig. 2 can be identified among a list of candidates and fixed. Synchronized debugging goes a step further: First, the counter-example at RTL is
abstracted to create a new testcase at the behavioral level. This testcase fails
and thus confirms the existence of the same bug in the behavioral model. Instead
of applying automated debugging approaches for SystemC TLM (e.g. [14,15]),
the debugging result at RTL can be reused. Because the correspondence between
the elements of each respective abstraction level is kept, we know that Line 15 in
Fig. 1 corresponds to Line 6 in Fig. 2. Thus, it is possible to determine Line 15
in Fig. 1 as the location of the bug.
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Conclusions

In this paper we have introduced the concept of synchronized debugging and
demonstrated its usefulness on a simple example. The main advantage of this
concept is that once a bug has been found, its location and fix can be propagated
across all abstraction levels. Thus, models being used at different levels of abstraction are always fixed and kept in sync with minimum debugging effort. The
key enabler for the methodology is the correspondence between the models of
two different abstraction levels. However, in practice, it is not always as simple
as in our example to establish this correspondence during the refinement steps.
Hence, future research will mainly focus on this open question, which is not only
important for synchronized debugging but also for e.g. equivalence checking.
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